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1. Introduction and preliminaries 
A classical problem in combinatorics on words on a finite alphabet is searching 
the unavoidable regularities, that is, those properties defined on free monoids which 
are always verified by “sufficiently long” words. The study of these regularities is 
very important, mainly in a combinatorial approach to the Burnside problem for 
semigroups (i.e., the problem of finding suitable conditions for which a finitely 
generated and periodic semigroup is finite). 
In this paper we shall prove the existence of some new unavoidable regularities 
which are reEated to tht factorizations of free monoids. This latter notion was 
introduced in [6] and, subsequently, extensively studied in [8]. 
The problem we consider is the following: let (Xi)i~ I be a factorization of a free 
monoid A* and q a fixed positive integer. We wonder whether there exists an integer 
N depending on q such that any word w E A* with [ wj 2 N can be factorized as 
w=h&.. !yp with A, p E A *, ri E Xi, and i, 2 i2 b + - - b iq_ Roughly speaking, is 
the property of containing a word of a fixed index q, with respect to a given 
factorization, avoidable or not? 
In a recent paper, Reutenauer [5] proved that this property is unavoidable when 
one considers Lyndon factorizations and, as a consequence nf this rrsswl?, he found 
a new proof of the famous Shirshov theorem. 
In this paper we prove a similar result for the following classes of factorizations: 
bisections, trisections, quadrisections and Viennot factorizations. Conse 
Lyndon factorizations are particular Viennot factorizations, we also ob 
eralization of Reutenauer’s theorem. 
We introduce now some notations and definitions. Let A* (re 
monoid (resp. the free semigroup) generated by a non-empty 
~~~~~~@?. The ele ose of 
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element of A* denoted by 1 is also called empry word. For any word u in A*, 11~1 
denotes the length of u, namely the number of its letters. A word u is said to be a 
facror, or subword, of w, if w = xuy for some x, y in A*. If x = 1 then o is a pre$x 
of w, if y = 1 then u is a g!-$x of w. 
A non-empty word w is called primitive if w = zp, z E A* implies p = 1. Two words 
u and w are said to be conjuguie if there exist two words x, y in A” such that u = xy 
and w = yx. Finally we write u < w if u is less than or equal to w with respect to 
the lexicographic ordering. If tl E A*, U- is the mirror image of 0. By in&&e words 
we mean right-infinite words, i.e. maps from N to A; the mirror image of an infinite 
word is a left-infinite word. If w is a word on A, F(w) will denote the set of all 
factors of w and alph! w) = F(w) n A. Sometimes, when we want to emphasize the 
alphabet A on which a word w is written, we will use the notations IwlA, FA( w), 
alphn( w) instead of I WI, F(w), alph( w). 
A fictorizution of the free monoid A* is a family (Xi)ir I of parts of A* indexed 
by a totally ordered set I, such that any word w E A+ may be written uniquely as 
w = x,x2.. . x,, withn~l,xiEXiiandj,~jz~.- - 2 j,,. The integer i(w) = n is called 
the index of w with respect o the factorization (Xi)it,. 
Let w E A+, w is a Lyndon word if it is a primitive word minimal in the class of 
its conjugates. The family of Lyndon words with respect o the lexicographic ordering 
is a factorization of the free monoid, usually called Lyndon factorization. 
2. The case of finite factorizations 
In this section we introduce finite factorizations of free monoids and, as a 
consequence of the Ramsey theorem, a new unavoidable regularity for bisections 
is shown. Subsequently the same property will be extended to a larger class of finite 
factorizations which also contains trisections and quadrisections. 
efioition 2.1. Let (Xi)ic, be a factorization. If the set I is finite of cardinality n, 
then (Xi)ic, is called a finite factorization of order n. A finite factorization of order 
n will be also denoted by (X, , X2,. . . , ,U,). The finite factorizations of order two, 
three and four will be called, respectively, bisections, trisections and quadrisections. 
We need to recall now a result on repetitive mappings that is proved in [3, Ch. 41. 
2.2. Let E be aJinite set with Card(E) = n. Let cp : A+ + E be a mapping and 
k a posit& iir:egrr. Zen rhei;. is an integer $( k, n), depending on k and n, such that 
any word w E A+, with I WI Z= t,b( k, n), can be written as 
W = uwi . . . bt’kv, 
with wi E A+ and q( W; . . s wj) = t,~( wi* . . . wj,), for every i, j, i’, j’ SUCK that 14 i sj c k 
urrd 1 s i’s j’s k. 
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The preceding theorem is an application of the Ramsey theorem where (cI(k, n) = 
R(2, k + 1, n) and R is the Ramsey function. The following result has been proved 
by the sathor in [7]. 
2.3. Let (X, Y) be a bisection of A*. Then for any integer q z 1 there is a 
positive integer N(q), such that any w E A+ with w a N(q), can be written as 
w = 24x, . . . x,,y, . . . y,v; 
with U, VE A*, XiEX, yjE Yand n+maq. 
Proof. Let E = {(PI, m) E No x b&l 0 c n + m c q}. Clearly Card(E) depends on q, so 
that we can write Card(E) = n(q). 
Let us consider the map cp : A+ + E defined by 
if w=x, . ..x.y, . . . y,,, with Xi E X, yi E Y and n + m < q, 
otherwise. 
Let N(q) = 442, n(q)) where $ is the function of Theorem 2.2. If w E A+ and 
1~12 N(q), then by Theorem 2.2 one can write w = uwI w2v with q( w,) = 4p( w2) = 
&% w2h 
Let wl = x, . . . x,y, t’ - - * , n* be the factorization of w, with respect o (X, Y); we 
prove now that n + m 2 q. In fact if n + m < q, we would have 
50(w,)=~(WZ)=40(W,W~)=(n,m). 
Therefore we can write 
w2=x:...x;yi...y; with x~EX, yip Y, lsisn, lsjsm. 
Thus, if we set w’= y, . . . y,& . . . xk, one has 
w1w2=xt . ..x.w’yr, . . . y&. 
Let w’=x~...x~y~... y% be the factorization of w’ with respect o (X, Y), then 
w,wz=x* .-.x,x;. ..x;y: . . . y;:y;. . . y;, 
which is in contrast with q~( w, w2) = (n, m) being k + h > 0. q 
Since in Theorem 2.2 the alphabet A does not need to be finite, Theorem 
2.3 still holds even for bisections of not finitely generated free monoids. Moreover, 
the function N does not depend on the bisection. 
In order to extend Theorem 2.3, we intrc duce a new family of finite factorizations. 
Let us define the class BP of finite factorizations as follows: 
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where BP’“’ is the family of n-factorizations which can be obtained by a bkecting 
and pasting process from BP +‘) More precisely, we will have: . 
BP”’ = the family of bisections 
on (X,,...,X,) will be in BP’“’ if there exist an (n--l)- 
r, . . . , A,_,) in BP’“-” and .r -- 2 bisections (Vi, V;.)i=2,n_, of XT, 
respectively, such that (XI, U,), ( V2, L&j, - . . , ( V,_, f U,_, ), ( V,a _, , X, ) are bisec- 
tions, respectively, for AT,. . . , AZ_, . 
heorem 2.5. The family of trisections coincides wilh BV’. 
Theorem 2.6. The family o;“quadrisections coincides &h BP’““. 
Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 have been proved in [8] and [4], respectively. An easy proof 
of Theorem 2.5 is given in [I]. Moreover, Viennot conjectured that BP is the family 
of all finite factorizations. 
Theorem 2.7. For any integer n 3 2 there exists a function M,, :N+ N such that for 
any factorization (X,, X2,. . . , X,) in BP’“’ one has that any word w E A* with 
1 WI > M,(q) may be written as w = uw’v, where u, w’, v E A* and i( w’) L q. 
Proof. We will prove the statement by induction on n. For n = 2 we set M,(q) = N(q) 
where N is the functkm of Theorem 2.3 and, for the latter theorem, the base of the 
induction is true. 
Let n>2, we pose M,,(q)= M,_,((n-l)M,(q)). Let (X,, X,,. . . ,X,1) be a fac- 
torization of BP’“‘. Then there exist dn In -- I)-factorization (A,, . . . , A,,_,) in BP{“-‘I 
and n -2 bisections (Ui, Vi)i=2.“_, of XT, respectively, such that (XI, LIZ), 
( v2, W, - . *, ( K-2, U”41, ( V”-I, X”) are bisections respectively for A?, . . . , AZ_, . 
We pose now V, = X1 and U, = X,. Let w E A* be a word with Iwl b M,,(q), by the 
induction hypothesis applied to (A,, . . . , A,_,), w contains as a factor a word 
w’= xi’). . . x;yxy .. . xr . . . Xy-‘) . . . xyy 
where x,$“EAi for lsi~n-1, l<jSki and k,+k,+...+k,,_,=(n-l)Mz(q). 
Thenthereexists iE{1,2,...,n- 1) such that k, 2 M,(q). By Theorem 2.3 applied 
io the bisection ( Vi, Ui+l) of A?, me has 
(i) x1 . . . x:/ = Ay, . . * YJI * * * zsp 9 
with Yi E Vi, ~1, E Ui+l for l<-j<r, l<h<s and r+s>q. Since ViCX+ and Ui+,c 
XT+,, one has i(y, . ..y..z,. . . z.v)>r+s>q. 0 
3. 
In this section we wil! extend the previous results of unavoidable regularity to 
the case of Viennot factorizations. n this case the regularity will be expressed in 
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terms of infinite words, but first we need to make some remarks which are strictly 
related to Brown’s lemma (cf. [2]). 
. Let m be an itzfinite word on a finite totally ordered alphabet A. Then 
there exists an in$nite word t and an integer k, such that F(t) c F(m) and for any 
w E F(t), with 1 WI 3 k, one has min(alph( t)) E alph( w). 
roof. We proceed by induction on Card(alph( m)). If Card(alph( m)) = 1, then the 
result is obvious. Let Card(alph(m)) > I and let a = min(alph(m)). Then there are 
two possibilities: 
(1) There exists an integer k > 0 such that for any w E F(m) with Iw] 3 k one has 
a E alph( w). In this case the result is trivially true. 
(2) The letter a is missing in arbitrarily long subwords of m. Let L be the infinite 
language of the subwords of m which do not contain a. By Kiinig’s lemma there is 
an infinite word m’ such that F(m’j c_ L E F(m). Moreover, Card(alph(m’)) < 
Card(alph(m)); by induction hypothesis the result is true for m’ and so for m being 
F(m’)s F(m). El 
We consider now the case in which an infinite word m is factorized as 
m = w,w?... w,,. . ., (3.1) 
where w; E X for any i > 0, and X is a totally ordered finite subset of A”. In this 
hypothesis, if one considers X as a new alphabet, Lemma 3.1 can be reformulated 
in the following way. 
emma 3.2. Let m be an injinite word factorized as in (3.1). Then there exists an 
in$nite word t and an imLger k > 0 verif)Gng the conditions: 
(a) t is an infinite word on X ; 
(b) F,(t)s F,(m) and so F(t)c F(m); 
(c) fir any w E F.x( t) with [wis z k one has Sat w contains w,: where w,$ = 
min(alphx (t)). 
In order to introduce the definition of Viennot factorization, we need to recall 
the following result [3]. 
heorem 3.3. Let X be a totally ordered subset of A’ such that 
(i) X=Au{xyIx,y~X,x<y), 
(ii) for any x, y E X such that x < y, one has x < xy < y. 
Then (x),~, x is a factorization of A*. 
A factorization defined by a totally ordered subset of A’ verifying 
(i) and (ii) is called a Viennot factorization. 
Since the set L of Lyndon words with respect to the lexicograrllic ordering verifies 
(i) and (ii), the Lyndon factor~zat~o~s are articular V~e~~ot ~ctor~~~tio~s (cf. [3]). 
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a 3.5. Let (J&x be a Viennot factorization of a jinitely generated free monoid 
A* and m an infinite word on A. Then there exists an in$nite sequence of positive 
integers {kj]j>* such that for any q > 0 there is a factor w of m of t!ze kind w = ly . . .I, 
withli~X,~l,)<k,fori=1,2,...,qandl,~l1,_,~~*~~l,. 
Let a = min(alph(m)). By Lemma 3.1, we can suppose that there exists an 
w~F(m) and Iwl~n, 3 aEalph(w). (3.2) 
We then factorize m as 
m=w,w?...w *..., 
where the words &Vi are defined inductively as f~llcws: let t1 = m and for j > 1 let tj 
be the infinite word such that 
m = WI Wz. . . W&ltj. 
We write 4 = a,a2.. . a,. . . witha,EAforisl,thenwedefine wj=al...ak where 
k is the first integer verifying the following condition 
(C) tls<k a,...a,EX and a ,... ak+,EX. 
Now we have to prove that such an integer k exists. First of all, by condition (i) 
of Theorem 3.3, ai E X. Let us suppose, by contradiction, that k does not exist. Then 
for k 3 n,, we will have by (3.2), 
a,...ak = uav with u, v E A*. 
Our hypothesis implies that u E X and ua E X. Moreover, since a = min(alph( m)), 
the repeated use of(i) and (ii) implies that u 2 a which gives us two decompositions 
for ua with respect o (x),, x. This contradiction allows us to consider wj and proves 
also that Iw,l< n, bjr repeating the same argument. 
Let us observe now that, for any j > 0, if Xj is the first letter of wj+,  one has 
(3.3) 
otherwise by (i) one should have WjXj E X, which is in contrast with (Cl. 
We pose now k, = 1, k,= n, and for a fixed j, 1, = Wj and 1, = Xj, SO that we have 
l,l,~F(m), )l,lsk,, I121ska, I,, I?EX and by (3.3), 12alr,. 
As lwjl s n,, the set M = {wjl j > 0} is finite and totally ordered, betng M G X. 
Therefore by Lemma 3.2, if w’= min A4, we may suppose (up to change m with a 
new infinite word t with F(t) c_ F(m)) that there exists an integer n2 such that 
Vi,j>Owith j-i>n,,SE{i ,..., jiIw’=w,S. 
We factorize m as m = vI v2 . . . v, . . . where 
(3.4) 
v1= WI . . . wj,, . . . , V,$ = w f\-,+l - - * wi,, * - - , 
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and the sequence {j,Y}.,~,O is defined in the following way: j, is the smallest integer 
SUCK that WI . . . wi, E X and ~1 , . . Wj,+, & X; j, is the smallest integer greater than 
jr_, such that 
iQ) wj,_l+l - - - Wj, E X and Wj,_,+l . . . Wj,+IE X. 
We prove now that for any s > 0, such an integer j.% exists. First of all, we observe 
that Wj,_,+ 1 E X. By (3.4), there exists an integer j’E {j-_ , + 1, . . . , j.S_l + n,) such that 
Wjs = w’. Let us suppose that j, does not exist. Then we will kave 
wj,-I+l *.. Wj’_lE X and wj,_,+.I.. . wj*-lWj’E X. 
Moreover by (ii), as Wjr is the minimal element of n/r, one has 
ls.yj.~ I$_,+1 s w. .,,_,+1Wj,_,+Z6' * a< wj,_l+lwj,_l+2--~ wj*-l- 
Therefore the word wi, ,+ I . . . w,,_, wis has two distinct factorizations, with respect 
to (x),, ,Ye this contradiction allows us to consider j, and, by using the same 
argument, we have j., -j,- 1 s ~12. 
Let us observe now that for any s > 0, 
U,~Wj+1, \ (3.5) 
otherwise by (i) we should have vSwi,+, E X which would contradict (D). 
Now for any s 5 0, one has by (3.2) and (3.5) v,, 3 Wj,+lz Xj,+z where Xi.+? is the 
first letter of wi,+?. 
Therefore, if we pose k3 = n,n,, k, and k: as before, l.l = v,,, IZ = Wj,+, , I, = x,%+?, 
onehas: 1,121,~F(m),I,,I,,!,~X,!,~I,~I,andII,Iak,,lI,f~k,,1!7/~k,. 
Iterating this procedure one can construct a sequence of positive integers -;e:E~k~g 
the statement of the lemma. Cl 
Lemma 3.6. Let (x),, x be a Viennotfactorization of a finitely generared free monoid 
A” and m a left in,finite word OFI A. Then tizrre Pxists an infinite sequence of integers 
{$)j-TO such that for any q > 0 there is a factor w of m of the kind w = l,l, . . . lq, with 
l;~X,~l~~~k~fori=l,...,qandf,~l~~~~~~l~. 
roof. Let X4 = {x- 1 x E X}. On X- we consider the ordering defined by 
X -“y- G _VSX. 
It is easy to verify that (x-),~,~- is a Viennot factorization. Therefore the f tatement 
follows from Lemma 3.5 applied to the infinite word m-. We have only to observe 
that: 
and 
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3.3. Let (Xj,,X be a Viennot fktorization of a free monoid A* and m 
a left ir$nite word on A. Then there exists an injinite word t such that F(t) E F(m), 
f’=l,i,...i,... with&EXforanyi>O, andl,~12~--->l,>---. 
roof. By LesnPna 3.6 for any q > 0 there is a factor of m of the ty e l,&...l, with 
li E X, lli] s ki and 1,~ 12 a * * * a lq. As ]1,] d k, , there exists !{ such that, when q 
increases, inficitely many of the sequences 1,) l,, . . . , I, begin with r’, . For the same 
reason there exists 1; such that infinitely many of such sequences begin with lp115 
and so on. En this way the infinite word t = l;ls.. . l:, . . . verifies the statement. Cl 
~o~~~~~~ 3.8. Let (x),,~ be a Viennot factorization and q R Jixed positive integer. 
Then there exists an integer W (depending on q and on (.u),,~) such that any word 
wofA* with Iwi 2 Ncontainsasafactora wordof indexatleastq with respect o (x),, x. 
roof. if, by contradiction, such an N did not exist, then by KSnig’s lemma tbere 
would be a left-infinite word m such that no factor of m would have index greater 
than q. This would be a +zontradiction by Theorem 3.7. ci 
We give now a more general version of Shirshov’s theorem (cf. [3, Ch. 71) and 
therefore we recall the following. 
efinition 3.9. Let w E A*, n a positive integer and S,, the symmetric group on R 
objects. The word w is called an n-divided word if w = w, w2 . . . w,# with wj E A’ and 
foranycrES,~,~‘~~(l,w,,~ ,... w,,,,~,<w,w~... w,,. An infinite word t is called m-divided 
if t=w,w2... w,,... and for any k > 0, wI w2 . . . w, is k-divided. 
emark 3.10. Reutenauer [5] proved that if 
w = ryl I?? I”,, --- II 3 
where the I, are Lyndon words and 1, > 12> - - - > l,, then, supposed Wi = r?, the 
word w = wIw2.. . w, is n-divided. 
CQrolla~ 3.11. Let m be a left-infinite word on a Jinite alphabet A. Then there exists 
nite word t such that F(t) e F(m) and t is ultimately periodic or :m-divided. 
roof. By Theorem 3.7 applied to the Lyndon factorization ( I),cr L of A*, there exists 
an infinite word t such that F(t) c F(m) and t = lili . . . l: . . . with l: E L and l; 3 
I:>. . .>1;,2;. . . 
Now either 
(a) there exists k > 0 such that !i = 1, forj 2 k; in this case t is uiiimately periodic 
or 
(b) one can write 
t = ,71/p /P” . . . ,a ...9 
with l,ELand l,>!2>...>l,,>S+.. 3.10, t is oo-divided. •! 
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